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Curious  Confident  Successful 

IMPORTANT DATES 2019 

Term Dates: 

Term 1 

Weds 30th Jan – Fri 5th April 

Term 2     

Tue 23rd Apr - Fri 28th June 

Term 3     

Mon 15th July - Fri 20th Sept 

Term 4      

Mon 7th Oct - Fri 20th Dec 

Curriculum Days: 

Wednesday 22nd May 

Monday 15th July  

Upcoming Prep Events: 

13th March: Responsible Pet 

Ownership Incursion 

15th March: PD Life Ed Van  

18th March: PC Life Ed Van  

21st March: PGH Life Ed Van  

22nd March: Walkathon 

25th March: PH Life Ed Van  

26th March: Safety with Loti 

Incursion 

26th March: Canteen Special 

Lunch Day 

29th March: Celebration    

Morning 

5th April: Teddy Bear Day 

5th April: Last day of term 

Prep News 

LPS develops students that are curious about the world around them and         confident 

in their knowledge and skills to be successful in the future. 

Reading 

This fortnight the preps have been working on ‘Pointing Poss’. 

This is an accuracy strategy which encourages the preps to 

point to each word as they read. Each teacher modelled this 

strategy to their class whilst reading a big book and then the 

preps attempted to use this strategy independently.  

Another new accuracy strategy they focused on was ‘Lips 

the Fish’. This focusses on identifying the initial sounds in a 

word. Each student practiced this strategy when reading their 

own texts, saying the beginning sound of the pictures on 

each page. 

We have also been checking for understanding of what we 

have been reading by noticing who is in the story and what is 

happening. Students demonstrated this by describing who 

was in the story to a partner. 

Preview: Next week we will be reading stories and then re-

calling what happened in the beginning, middle and end. 

This strategy is called ‘Jabber the Reteller’. 

 

Writing 

This fortnight we discussed what is a letter, word and sen-

tence. Students were given examples of these and sorted 

them into the different groups. Students were also introduced 

to a Writer’s Notebook and discovered that each prep grade 

will have their own class Writer’s Notebook! The first thing to 

be added was a heart template, which was filled with pic-

tures of what we love. This template will be referred to 

throughout the year to find ‘seeds’ (ideas) for our writing. 

Our Learning 



STUDENT 

AWARDS 

Congratulations 

to the following      

students on their 

awards in the 

last two weeks!  

 

You will be     

notified before 

your child       

receives their 

first award. 

 

PC 

Braxton P 

PD 

Monique N 

PGH 

Allegra F 

PH 

Alexandra I 

We are learning to write from left to right and with the introduction of 

the ‘seed’ ice-cream, we have been practicing this. Students assisted 

their teacher to brainstorm and make a list of words about ice-cream 

and then referred to this to write their own sentence. It is great to see 

the Preps starting to put their ideas in writing! 

Preview: In the coming weeks we will be using seeds to stimulate our 

writing ideas. 

Maths 

We have explored the concept ‘trust the count’. This has involved 

showing the class a group of objects and counting them. Then these 

objects were moved around but the original amount remained the 

same. We discussed that no objects had been added or taken away 

so the amount of objects were the same. Hence, we did not need to 

count the collection again and that we should trust the count. Students 

consolidated this though a variety of teacher led activities. 

The Preps were introduced to the game Bingo, and loved it! We prac-

tised identifying the numbers 1-10 on our cards and enjoyed yelling out 

bingo once all their numbers were covered. This was definitely a crowd 

favourite! 

In grades, we also explored how numbers can be represented in differ-

ent ways. Students used number cards 1-10 and had to find the num-

ber, picture, word and tens frame to match. Then they had to make 

that number with concrete materials.  

Preview: Next week we will be reading and ordering numbers. 

 

Spelling 

Last week our focus word was ‘tin’, and this week our focus word is 

’tap’. The students have explored the sounds these letters make and 

have sorted pictures into groups based on their initial sound. 

Preview: Our Words of the week for the next fortnight are ‘sun’ and 

‘net’.  

 

Inquiry: Healthy Habits 

We have been looking at healthy eating and the different items we 

have in our lunch boxes and discussing which foods we consider to be 

healthy. We then sorted pictures of food into either a healthy lunchbox 

or a sometimes food lunchbox. Students demonstrated what they had 

learnt by selecting some of the food pictures and creating their own 

healthy lunchbox.  

We have also discussed safety and which people help us to feel safe. 

Our list included mum, dad, grandparents, teachers and the police. 

Each Prep drew a picture of themselves with someone who makes 

them feel safe.  

 



Important Information 

SCHOOL UNIFORM 

This is a friendly reminder that all students need to be in full school each day. This includes 

hair accessories. School coloured bows only may be worn. 

ANZAC BADGES 

The school is selling ANZAC badges. They are being brought around to the Prep classrooms 

each afternoon. If you would like your child to buy a badge, please send some money with 

them to school. Badges start from $1. 

FOOD SHARING AT SCHOOL 

Please speak to your children about it not being appropriate to share food at school. This is 

also the case for icy poles. Also, your child should not be giving money to any other child to 

buy icy poles.  

 

Prep Learning Team 

Rachel Gathercole, Karin Halstead, Amanda Horne, Kelly Coyle and Bronte Darvidis. 

Ryder and Quinn from PC discussed the 

differences between healthy foods and 

sometimes foods. They made their own 

healthy lunchboxes. 



Prep C 

Tyler 

6th March   

Prep D 

 

 

Prep H 

Ruby– May       

4th March 

 

Prep PGH 

Lucy   

6th March  

 

We would like to wish the following students a Happy Birthday: 

Birthdays 

Name: Mrs Karin Halstead 

Things I like: Chocolate, playing netball and reading books. 

In my spare time, I: like to go running, bake yummy treats and enjoy 

the great outdoors with my husband Aaron and two sons, Callum and 

Noah. 

Favourite Colour: Green 

Pets: A dog named Jedi and a cat named Kimba 

Meet the Teacher - Prep GH 



Specialist Timetable 

PC Specialist Days: 

 

Chinese - Monday 

Library - Thursday 

Performing Arts - Monday 

Physical Education– Tuesday 

Visual Arts - Tuesday 

 

PD Specialist Days: 

 

Chinese - Tuesday 

Library - Thursday 

Performing Arts - Tuesday 

Physical Education– Monday 

Visual Arts - Monday 

Please see below to find out what day your child will be having each Specialist class in Term 

One. It would be appreciated if all children are wearing appropriate footwear on the day of 

their Physical Education lesson. Students are also able to wear their sports uniform on their al-

located PE day. All students will need to bring a named library bag along to school in order 

for them to borrow books from our school library. Please stay tuned as our timetable may 

change slightly for Term 2. 

PH Specialist Days: 

 

Chinese - Monday 

Library - Thursday 

Performing Arts - Monday 

Physical Education - Tuesday 

Visual Arts - Tuesday 

PGH Specialist Days: 

 

Chinese - Tuesday 

Library - Thursday 

Performing Arts - Tuesday 

Physical Education - Monday 

Visual Arts - Monday 



Prep Photos 

During Resilience, Rights and Respectful relationships 

(4Rs), we have been learning about body language. We 

have discovered that ‘reading’ someone’s body lan-

guage and facial expressions can give us an insight into 

how they’re feeling. These students are displaying differ-

ent emotions. 

Chloe K (PH) is surprised          Wade C (PH) is scared 

Shevi A (PGH) is happy            Georgia T (PGH) is happy 

Heidi M and Indianna D 

from PD completed a 4R’s 

activity which looked at 

some of the different 

emotions we feel. 



Take Home Letters and Words 

This week your child received either letters or words in their take home bag. When 

practising the letters with your child, we ask that you focus on both the letter name 

and the sound it makes. 

To support our students, we use Cued Articulation within the classroom. “It is a set of 

hand cues for teaching the individual sounds in a word. The hand movements are log-

ical – each hand movement represents one sound and the cue gives clues as to how 

and where the sound is produced.” - Jane Passy 

What you can do at home: 

To assist your child when practising their letters and sounds: 

- Play eye spy by using the letter sound as well as the name of the letter, e.g. "I spy 

with my little eye, something beginning with 'ssssssss' 

- Practise identifying things in the home or outside that start with a particular sound 

- Find the letters in a newspaper or magazine and cut them out 

- Discuss the difference between upper and lower case letters 

- Practise the sound the letter makes as well as its name 

- Practise writing the letters 

- Find the letters in picture story books that you read together 

- Find pictures that begin with the letter sound                                                                             

- Cut up the letters from the grids provided: Match the upper and lower case letters, 

select one sound and ask your child to find it in their take home book, play memory or 

snap with the letter cards etc. 

 

To assist your child when practising their sight words: 

- Practise writing the sight words 

- Count how many letters are in each word 

- Find the sight words in a newspaper or magazine and cut them out 

- Practise putting the words into a sentence 

- Identify the letters in each word 

- Order the words from biggest to smallest, or alphabetically 

- Cut the words out from both grids and play memory or snap 

- Find the words in take home books or picture story books that you read together 

 

If you have any questions please see your classroom teacher. We hope you enjoy ex-

ploring the different ways of learning letters and sounds, and sight words with your 

child. 



The LPS Learner Profile 

“WHEN we adopt consistent learning protocols in all classes THEN all students will experience an enhanced capacity to 

learn, and to develop skills, confidence, and curiosity. We believe that when learning strategies, and their purposes, are 

clear and accessible to all our students, they are better positioned to become powerful learners. “ 

At Lysterfield Primary School we have developed a learner profile that supports students to become confident and powerful 

learners who are able to articulate their own repertoire of learning strategies.  

The LPS Learner profile fosters a more personalised approach to learning as it allows students to gain control over their own 

learning processes. 

It describes a set of capabilities and responsibilities that support students in becoming independent learners. This term the 

profile is being integrated into classroom practice and students are being encouraged to reflect and assess their progress as 

Learner Profile Activities for Parents. 

Create 

Provide opportunities for children to be imaginative and try something new. 

Ask; “How can we do this differently?” 

Accept Challenges 

Encourage children to learn to step out of their comfort zone and learn a new skill, read a new author or try a 

new food. 

Become involved as a family in community activities. 

Persist 

Support your child to not give up when a task becomes difficult. 

Act as a role model. Can you solve the rubric’s cube? 

Reflect 

Chat with your child about what he/her learnt today. What are their learning goals? 

After reading a book or watching a movie spend some time considering how the characters acted. 

Think 

Share your own thoughts about an issue and work with your child to expand and build on ideas. Ask them 

thought provoking questions. 

Encourage your child to become familiar with current events around the world. 

Pose real-life problems e.g. I wonder how much the groceries in the cart cost? How can we make an estimate? 

Collaborate 

Support your child to complete a task in partnership with another family member e.g. plan and cook dinner 

together, play a game or build a Lego model. 

Work Independently 

Allow your child to make decisions for themselves when safe to do so.  

Can they provide their own solutions to a friendship problem? 

Provide a space to support your child completing homework independently. 

 



  

      L.P.S, students are curious and confident, with the knowledge and 

Create 
  

I can take risks to represent my ideas in my own work. 

I can think of new and different ideas. 

I can be imaginative, explore alternatives and try new things. 

 Accept challenges 
  

I can try something new even when I am unsure. 

I am brave enough to step out of my comfort zone. 

I use mistakes to help me learn. 

Persist 
  

I work hard. 

I stay focused on my learning. 

I keep going through challenges and setbacks. 

 Reflect 
  

I think about my learning and set goals to improve. 

I can explain what and how I have learned. 

I think about what I can do differently. 

Think 
  

I make connections to what I already know. 

I can be flexible with my thinking. 

I can share and build on ideas. 

Collaborate I can work cooperatively to achieve a common goal. 

I appreciate and respect the ideas of my peers. 

I negotiate and communicate with others to further our learning. 

Work Independently 
  

I can think and make decisions for myself. 

I take ownership of my learning. 

I take action on my learning. 






